1. What is our Learning Target?:

2. Nouns:

• Common Noun –

• Proper Noun –

• Concrete Noun –

• Abstract Noun –

• Compound Noun –

• Collective Noun –
I. In the picture, name 3 **Common Nouns** and 3 **Proper nouns**

**Common Nouns**
1. 
2. 
3. 

**Proper Nouns**
1. 
2. 
3. 

II. After watching the video clip, name 3 **Concrete Nouns** and 3 **Abstract nouns**

**Concrete Nouns**
1. 
2. 
3. 

**Abstract Nouns**
1. 
2. 
3. 

III. Highlight the **Compound Nouns** found in the sentences

- We used to play hide-and-seek in the old barn.
- Meet me at the bowling alley after school.
- My sheepdog is still a puppy.

IV. Circle each number below if its pictures represents a **Collective Noun**, then record the name for each Collective Noun.

#1  #2  #3  #4  #5  #6
Write 3 sentences of summary about our learning target.